
Proposal to use St Pancras Crypt Gallery

Katie Taylor
BA(hons) Textile Student - End of Degree exhibition proposal

Requested dates 9th and 10th December – Private view 9th December

I am a mature Textiles BA(hons) student whose work fits into a more conceptual, gallery based approach 
rather than the traditionally perceived view of textiles. I am looking to hire St Pancras Crypt for my end 
of degree show and I feel that the location perfectly fits with my practice and the themes explored in my 
work.

My current themes and ideas use impressions within materials as a way to explore loss and memory. 
Archaeology and osteology are ways scientists explore individuality within human remains and it is these 
ideas that I combine to look at our memories that remain after someone has died.

Themes and ideas

Memory and individuality
Human remains within museums have lost identity and we forget the individual lives lived.

Individuality within mass graves
With the current climate we are visually confronted with atrocities but we forget the individual stories.

Types of memory – difficult, precious, fragile
I lost my parents and it is this mixture of emotions and memories that I have found interesting.

I do not use human remains to explore these ideas, but my work does refer to them. The shape of the 
human cranium (ceramic / paper pulp) is present as a vessel that no longer holds anything. Using 
knitting I have imprinted knitted fabric within these vessels creating an impression / a memory that 
continues to remain changed but present. 

Using this basic theme I use my work to explore memory at death and the essence of individuality that 
still remains, it is this individuality and the persistence of memory within those left that are important 
ideas within my work.

Archaeology and osteology are important as research material to me. I am interested in how details of a 
person can be discovered though examination of skeletal remains particularly with newer advanced 
techniques. 

I do not have finished work at the moment but some samples and ideas follow: 



Current plans

 I expect a total of at least 6 pieces of finished 
work.

 At least two pieces of work will include an element
of light installation, fibre optic cable and a light 
box.

 Several pieces (currently 2) will include the use of
Beef casings as a material base. This does not 
smell and when dried is quite stable as a material.

Work and experience

I am part time Manager of Magdalen Road Artist Studios in Oxford. The studios have 24 studio spaces 
used by 25 Oxford based artists. My job involves the day to day running of the studio space and has also 
included the organisation of several events and exhibitions. 

Dislocate
Recently after negotiation with Wadham College Oxford, I managed to acquire a disused VW showroom 
for a group exhibition. The exhibition included work by 33 artists and was enormously successful with 

Paper pulp cast with knitting impression and
Chinese ink

Beef Casing with Lace detail - display will 
be over a light box.

Ceramic cranium with knitting impression 
inside. Beef casing covering with fibre optic
light



more than 700 people visiting over 10 days.
I employed a curator for this exhibition and personally organised all the administration as well as the  
publication of an exhibition catalogue.

https://oca3advancedtextiles.wordpress.com/2016/04/19/group-exhibition-at-magdalen-road-studios/

http://www.magdalenroadstudios.com/blog/dis-locate-a-magdalen-road-studios-group-exhibition

Oxford Arts Festival
I organised artists talks by 6 of our artists for Oxford Arts Festival recently and gave a tour of our studios
after so that guests could visit the studios that the artist actually work in.

Exhibitions I have been involved in separately

Uncovered
I have curated and exhibited as part of a group life drawing exhibition at OVADA in Oxford two years in a 
row.

https://oca3advancedtextiles.wordpress.com/2016/04/19/life-drawing-exhibition/

http://ovada.org.uk/

17th Mini Textiles Exhibition
During 2015 a piece of my work was selected for the 17th mini textiles exhibition in Bratislava, Slovakia. 
This exhibition then moved to Prague.

http://www.kmtaylor.co.uk/2015/06/04/mini-textiles-bratislava/

http://www.kmtaylor.co.uk/2015/07/03/mini-textiles-prague/

Hopes

I would love this opportunity to finish my degree with this exhibition, both for the opportunity to 
photograph my work in this setting but also because the setting is so perfect for my work.

My work will be assessed and marked in March 2017 and based on my previous mark from my 
penultimate module I am hoping for a good 2:1 or 1st.

http://www.magdalenroadstudios.com/blog/dis-locate-a-magdalen-road-studios-group-exhibition
http://www.kmtaylor.co.uk/2015/07/03/mini-textiles-prague/
http://www.kmtaylor.co.uk/2015/06/04/mini-textiles-bratislava/
http://ovada.org.uk/
https://oca3advancedtextiles.wordpress.com/2016/04/19/life-drawing-exhibition/
https://oca3advancedtextiles.wordpress.com/2016/04/19/group-exhibition-at-magdalen-road-studios/

